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A B S T R A C T

Understanding the basic pathophysiology of the current spiralling COVID 19 pandemics is sine qua none to its control. Amidst the neverending circulating hypotheses the role of ACE (Angiotensin-Converting Enzyme) 2 receptors, especially the nasal ones are is apparently leading the pack. Here we put forth the current evidences in its’ support which may tinkle many cogent minds.
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1. Introduction

COVID 19, is considered as ‘the most devastating new year’s gift’ and the ‘Dark Lord’ that has emerged from China.1 WHO’s (World Health Organization) official confirmation of its existence in 31st December 2019 and the subsequent multidomain impact has unsettled the world beyond comprehension. This ‘Lord Voldemort’ of 21st century has made its presence felt in every spere of human life.1 The impact of the devastating pandemic is pretty evident by the very fact that over 3,70,19,381 number of cases, and 10,69,953 deaths being reported globally by the time this article is drafted (10/10/2020). The top two democracy of the world i.e. USA and India are paying a heavy price. While the number of cases and reported deaths from COVID 19 in USA is 77,25,717 and 2,13,876; India is no way behind, with its total tally hovering over 70,00,000 cases and 1,07,4161 deaths.

This pandemic has many uniqueness. The ambiguity surrounding its time and place of occurrence is equally complemented by its varying nature of manifestations. The myths and hypotheses are in abundance. We may not exactly blame any sect keeping the novelty that surrounds this novel virus. As the world commune gathers empirical evidences many theories begin to unfold which will be of quite some help to solve this ever-enlarging puzzle.

The accumulation of evidences in favour of ACE 2 nasal receptors on which the COVID 19 virus piggy rides is gathering momentum. These hypotheses ‘that associates Angiotensin-Converting Enzyme (ACE)-2 to SARS-CoV-2 (COVID 19 virus)’ have two components:

1. The first hypothesis (H1) postulates the role of nasal/respiratory epithelial ACE 2 receptors as active facilitators for SARS-CoV-2 entry in to human body and their role in disease presentation.
2. The second hypothesis (H2) postulates that in such scenario, the use of ACE-2 agonists and Angiotensin Receptor Blockers (ARBs) as potential treatment and infection prevention modalities.

1.1. Evidences supporting hypothesis (H1)

The members of corona virus group exhibit high degrees of genomic and clinical similarities.2–4 Researchers have demonstrated that the main human receptor to which human
pathogenic coronaviruses binds in order to get an entry to the host cells is via ACE 2 nasal and oropharyngeal receptors. Especially SARS-CoV-2 (The Novel Corona Virus or COVID 19) has a 10 to 20-fold higher affinity for ACE 2 as compared to its other siblings. This is because of the binding affinity of Cryo-EM spike of the virus that picks on the ACE 2 receptors. The respiratory, intestinal and renal and vascular endothelium and the epithelial cells of brain are the main sites for ACE 2. The protein-ligand binding of ACE 2 and COVID 19 virus on these dominating sites amply explains the different clinical presentation modalities associated with the disease. Facts like the lower incidence rate, mild clinical presentation and high asymptomatic state in children < 10yrs further strengthens this hypothesis as the number of ACE 2 receptors specially in nasopharyngeal and olfactory region among them are fairly less in comparison to their older counterparts. Furthermore, the high concentration of ACE 2 in aging population, diabetic, hypertensive, asthmatic and obese persons and the increased propensity of ACE 2 in aging population, diabetic, hypertensive, asthmatic and obese persons and the increased propensity of ACE 2 receptors specially in nasopharyngeal and olfactory region among them are fairly less in comparison to their older counterparts. 10,11 The primary mode (>90%) of COVID 19 spread is by inhalation of aerosols/droplets expelled from infected persons. The virus starts multiplication in ACE 2 target cells of nasal mucosa before spreading further down the respiratory tract. But the asymptomatic rate for this disease is close to 60%, a huge proportion that can act as hidden spreaders. 12 This makes the role of prevention further important. An add on to the existing preventing practices of social distancing, mask and sanitization, specially by soap water (this neutralizes/breaks the lipidoid surface structure of the virus even at 1% concentration) can be the use of ACE inhibitors as lavage medium in the form of diluted solutions for routine nasal and oropharyngeal lavage that can minimize host virus contact period and the chance of acquiring the disease. The benefits once documented can be a boon to elderly, immunosuppressed and patients suffering from cancers as a pharmaco-based primordial support in paddling the dark horse.
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